Seismic surveys are routinely used for building precise structural images of the coal bearing formations in Australia but coal production related hazards such as weak strata and zones with an increased gas content remain to be fully resolved by seismic measurements. One way of investigating these issues is through the application of Full Waveform Inversion (FWI) methods. To utilise the full power of these methods a high quality seismic dataset is needed. Such conditions are often met by 2D and 3D reflection seismic data acquired over coal seams in Bowen and Sydney basins. FWI can be used for a high resolution estimate of P-and S-wave velocities and the density that can also be translated into geotechnical parameters of interest to mining operations. In this study, we evaluate the applicability of FWI methods for estimating elastic parameters (P and S wave velocities and density) from the inversion of a synthetic seismic dataset that was recorded over the surface of a 2D earth model that represents subsurface geology in Goonyella coal mine in Queensland, Australia. We generated elastic synthetic shot records using finite difference algorithm and inverted these data back for model parameters to assess the potential of the FWI algorithm. Using only a short array of surface receivers (cheaper option), we show that the application of FWI method can still improve the original earth models towards the true solutions. We were also able to reconstruct the elastic boundaries for a major part of the subsurface models within the seismic bandwidth. Interpretation of the estimated parameters for coal mining objectives is then straightforward.
INTRODUCTION
3D reflection seismic is routinely used for a precise mapping and characterisation of coal seams in Australia (Urosevic et al., 1992 , Hatherly et al., 2008 . Seismic images are also used to analyse and predict underground hazards such are faults, folds, weak strata, gassy zones, and etc. Structural analysis of 3D seismic images is then utilized to help plan underground mining operations. While time seismic images are of a high quality; issues with depth conversion, fault throw estimate, coal quality, presence of fractured and gassy zones, weak strata, etc. are still to be fully resolved from seismic images. A step change in solving these issues could be by incorporating Full Waveform Inversion (FWI) into seismic borehole and surface imaging flows. The seismic data quality in Bowen and Sydney basins is such that FWI could be applied over a wide frequency band to produce high resolution P-wave and more importantly density images, particularly from VSP data that can be used for both depth imaging and directly for coal characterization. In this study we evaluate the potential of FWI for coal exploration in Australia by conducting comprehensive, log-derived simulation analysis. We will apply full waveform inversion technique to synthetic shot gathers that were recorded over the surface of a 2D earth model that represents subsurface geology in North Goonyella coal mines in Queensland. In the first part, the theory, we describe fundamental equations behind the FWI technique and show how deviations in data from what is predicted by a guess solution can be related to a model update that is required to move towards the final solution. In the second part, model building, we explain how we built 2D earth models required for the inversion from velocity and density logs in Goonyella mine. In the third part, synthetic data generation, we describe parameterization of the forward model and generation of synthetic shot records that will play the role of field observations in our inversion study. In the last part, full waveform inversion, we describe the parameterization of the inversion flow and discuss the results.
.
THE THEORY
Full Waveform Inversion (FWI) methods aim to estimate the elastic parameters of the underground materials by minimizing the misfit energy between the modelled ( mod u ) and filed data ( obs u ) using a gradient optimization approach. Utilizing computation power of super computers, FWI methods use the full information content of each recorded seismogram (e.g. reflected waves, refracted waves, surface waves, diving waves, super critical reflections, multiscattered waves such as multiples and etc.) to iteratively improve the resolution of estimated parameters and are capable of resolving sub-seismic structural elements (Pratt et al., 2002) . In reflection seismic, the elastic displacement field ) , , ( t u r s obs X X u  exited by sources located at s X will be recorded by receivers at r X within the time interval t. For a given model m of the subsurface, the forward problem (wave equation) can be solved using numerical methods such as finite-differences (Virieux, 1986) and finite-elements (Marfurt, 1984 , Min et al., 2003 
(Eq. 6)
In the non-linear case (
from which we get (Menke, 1984) :
, and we finally get:
(Eq. 9) Matrix ) ( p G is the gradient of the model ) (m g at trial solution (data kernel) and can be approximated by finite differences using equations 3 and 4. The generalized inverse term Because this solution was derived for a Taylor approximation of the objective function, it is only approximate, and improvements can be achieved through several iterations (Menke 1984 
(Eq. 10)
is commonly referred to as approximate Hessian and Gauss-Newton methods (Akcelik, 2002 , Askan et al., 2007 , Askan and Bielak, 2008 and Epanomeritakis et al., 2008 can be used to solve equation 10. However, the more efficient way of solving equation 10 would be by replacing inverse Hessian by a scalar  (the step length) and utilizing gradient methods (Mora, 1987 , Tarantola, 1987 and Crase et al., 1990 for minimization.
CONSTRUCTION OF 2D EARTH MODEL FROM WELL LOG MEASUREMENTS
In this study we built two groups of velocity and density earth models from log measurements at the location of well GN-717. Each set of models, contains a separate numerical grid for P-wave velocity, S-wave velocity and the density. First group were aimed to be used in generating seismic shot records that would play the role of field measurements obs u in our analysis. We built these (true) models from finely resampled velocity and density logs (1 m block size) by discretising them in the forward modelling grid. The second set of models were aimed to play the role of starting point in the inversion ) ( p m . We built these models by coarsely resampling the same velocity and density logs (20 m block size) and discretising them in the inversion grids. Figure 1 is an illustration of original (black) and resampled velocity and density logs (blue and red) that were used in building FWI models. We constructed S-wave velocity from P-wave velocity log by applying Castagna et al. (1985) 
PRODUCTION OF SYNTHETIC SHOT RECORDS
We used high resolution velocity and density models ( (Köhn, 2011) developed by Geophysical Institute (GPI) at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT). We used similar source-receiver configuration and wavelet characteristics (explosive point source with Ricker shape) as with the synthetic shot production stage. We allowed the algorithm to update each model from iteration one. The Hessian matrix for each shot was approximated by the algorithm following the approach described by Shin et al. (2001) . To compute gradients we set the program to use preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) algorithm. The algorithm uses a parabolic line search method (Sourbier et al., 2009a ,b, Brossier, 2009 and Nocedal and Wrigth,1999 to compute the step lengths. We also set up the program to use frequency filtering in the inversion. We started the inversion with a low pass frequency filter (10 Hz) applied to measured and simulated data and incremented it by 10 Hz up to an end frequency of 80 Hz at final inversion iteration. A better comparison between inverted and true elastic parameters can be made by extracting a 1D log curve from inverted models and superimposing it on true and initial log displays. Figure 5 represents true, initial and inverted log curves for ) displayed in Figure 3 shows that the elastic contrast at the interfaces has been captured for the majority of layer boundaries on the vertical component. However, there is a mismatch between the horizontal components for recorded times below T=300 ms. 
CONCLUSIONS
We examined the application of full (elastic) waveform inversion method on a synthetic dataset generated over the surface of a 2D earth model that was built using borehole log measurements in a coal bearing strata in Goonyella mines in Queensland. Our main objective was to evaluate the potential enhancement of estimated P V , S V and  parameters (with respect to initial values) through the application of FWI method to a dataset recorded over a short spread (360 m) of surface receivers. Despite using a short receiver array (array length  maximum depth), we were able to improve the initial models and reconstruct a reasonable number of layer boundaries and parameter fluctuations for both the velocities and the density. However, we were unable to capture full details of elastic parameter variation in coal layers at mainly deeper intervals. This can be related to the absence of long offset data in our survey that can be used to retrieve the large and intermediate wavelengths of the 2D structure in our experiment (Mora, 1987 and 1988 , Pratt and Worthington, 1990 , Pratt et al., 1996 . Increasing the source receiver offset in a field experiment will improve the estimated parameters, however, it may also raise a number of challenges such as the acquisition costs (source power, array length and number of channels), access related issues and computing power required for the inversion. The application of FWI for coal characterisation and for resolving mining hazards ahead of the long wall face is still in early experimental stage. However constant improvements in computing hardware and inversion software will enable full implementation of FWI for coal exploration in the near future.
